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 The Magic of Retargeting

The Magic of Retargeting
Since you track not only who visits your site, but also what pages they looked at, you
can segment your audience. This means you divide your visitors into a few different
categories. You could think of it like three buckets:

1. Build a general bucket for cold traffic.

Some people will look at several pages of your website, then click away. These people
are just becoming aware of your company. You will want to retarget these people by
using an ad that will help them to learn more about you.

Don’t be “salesy” at this point, provide helpful information. Demonstrate your
expertise. Building awareness can lead to them taking the next step.

     2) Build a bucket for warm traffic.

Others will visit your site and go to the landing page to set up a call or appointment    
with you, but then fail to follow through. This segment of your audience is a little
further along. They are considering interacting with your company, but for some
reason hesitated.

You will want to make sure this group sees some more information that makes your
company stand out. Maybe your track record or a great testimonial.

     3) Build a bucket for hot traffic.

Some visitors will visit your site or landing page and fill out the form. These are the
action takers and your best prospects. Don’t drop the ball! You will want to continue
to communicate with this group and nurture that relationship.

You can also segment by interests. Some people will look at all your resources about
kitchens for example. Or it could be game rooms or the elevations of your showpiece
homes.

These are all clues to what interests them...and what will motivate them.
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By tracking who visits your site, what they look at, and what actions they take, you
can determine where visitors are in the process. You can then retarget them to see more
ads or landing pages tailored to their interests.

But Wait...Don't You Have to Have Traffic First?
Retargeting isn't the first step to finding new leads! You need to have a system set up
for online advertising and a website for your prospective clients to click through in
order to get to the retargeting step.

If you're not sure how to build out a system like this, we have a few resources you can
use to help you get started. We know as business owners that you don't always have
time for the things you need to get done, so we are here to help you in anyway we can! 

Have a question? Ask us what we can do to help you get set up or browse through our
resources here!
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